
Jason Chin
Book Order

We are pleased to announce that all students at Enders Road will have the opportunity to meet

award-winning children’s author and illustrator Jason Chin! Mr. Chin will visit all grade

levels on Wednesday, May 10th. He will discuss the creation of his books, his incredible

research trips around the world, and his lifelong love of writing and illustrating. Thank you to our

wonderful HSA for sponsoring this visit!

Jason Chin’s books may be pre-ordered and purchased for autographing. If you are interested

in purchasing a book, please submit your order and payment on endersroadhsa.org

by Friday, March 10th. The autographed book will be sent home the day after Mr. Chin’s visit.

Available Titles and Prices:

Title Hardcover Paperback

Chinese New Year by Judith Jango-Cohen, illustrated by Jason Chin Not available $6.50

Coral Reefs $15.50 $7.50

Grand Canyon $16.25 Not available

Gravity $15.50 Not available

Island: A Story of the Galápagos $15.50 $7.50

Pie is for Sharing by Stephanie Ledyard, illustrated by Jason Chin $15.50 Not available

Redwoods $16.25 $8.25

The Universe in You: A Microscopic Journey $15.50 Not available

Water is Water: A Book About the Water Cycle by Miranda Paul,

illustrated by Jason Chin
$15.50 Not available

Watercress by Andrea Wang, illustrated by Jason Chin $15.50 Not available

Where Do Polar Bears Live? by Sarah Thompson, illustrated by

Jason Chin
$14.00 $5.00

Your Place in the Universe $15.50 $7.50

http://endersroadhsa.org


Book Descriptions:

Chinese New Year

Discover the sights,

sounds, preparations

and traditions of an

exciting fifteen-day

celebration in this

beautifully-

illustrated “On My

Own: Holidays”

reader!

Coral Reefs

A girl begins

reading a

library book

about coral

reefs and is

transported

deep under the

ocean, where

she learns

about the

mysterious plants and animals that

live there.

Grand Canyon

In this Caldecott

Honor book, see

how the Grand

Canyon has

transformed

over millions of

years— and

explore the

variety of plants

and animals

found at each level of one of the

largest canyons in the world.

Gravity

A boy playing on

the beach finds

out how gravity

works—and what

happens when it

suddenly doesn’t!

Island: A Story of the

Galápagos

600 miles away

from the nearest

continent, a

volcano erupts

and a new

island forms.

Over millions of

years, through

the process of

evolution, rare

animals adapt to the changing

environment in the Galápagos.

Pie is for Sharing

Whether

we’re sharing

a slice of pie,

a hug, or a

really great

story, this

book shows

us all the

ways that

sharing with

others can

spread joy and make wonderful

memories.

Redwoods

On a New York City

subway, a boy

picks up a book

about the coastal

redwoods and finds

himself in a forest

surrounded by the

tallest living things

on the planet!

Their height is only

one of the amazing

facts about these unusual trees.

The Universe in You

Zoom in and

discover

smaller and

smaller

building

blocks of

human beings-

and of the

entire

universe- in Jason Chin’s newest

book of scientific wonder!

Water is Water

The amount of

water in the

world has stayed

the same for

millions of

years—but it

changes its form!

Learn about how

the water cycle is

a part of our everyday lives in this

beautiful book.

Watercress

This gorgeous,

bittersweet 2022

Caldecott winner

and Newbery

Honor book

features a girl who

is embarrassed by

her parents’ request that she and her

brother pick watercress on the side of

an Ohio road. When her mom shares

memories of her own family and

childhood in China, the girl begins to

see her parents- and their family

traditions- in a whole new way.

Where Do Polar Bears Live?

Polar bears’ fur

and padded

paws make

them ready to

live

comfortably in

the chilly

Arctic! But with the earth getting

warmer and ice around them

melting, where will they go in the

future?

Your Place in the Universe

Join Jason Chin

on a thrilling

journey while

zooming outward

from our planet,

solar system, and

galaxy to the

outer reaches of

the observable universe!

To learn more about Jason Chin’s books, visit his book page at http://jasonchin.net/books/.

http://jasonchin.net/books/

